More Hillary & Bill Clinton Deceptions
Exploiting the U.S. Military

Here is another example of the Clintons’ deceptive practices.

Note that the first two photos are taken at a time different from the third (note the Clintons’ outfits).

But that same clown actor is there in his disgraceful outfit intended to deceive the casual viewer into thinking he is a member of the military.

Shame!!!

Look at the fake military guy on the left.
Now this is low, even for the Clintons.

They are using an *actor* during a Memorial Day parade to make it look like she has military supporters!

The guy's uniform, jacket, ribbons and medals are all wrong. His cap is tilted and has the emblem for a Chief Petty Officer, NOT an officer. Last but not least, U.S. military personnel are *not allowed to wear our uniform* to any political event in support of a candidate!

Try again Killary!
Here is an officer's cap badge:

Here's a Chief's cap badge (enlisted E-7):

Here's Hillary's guy's faked emblem:

Hillary’s military guy is a total staged fake.

The Clintons are all about lies, distortion and manipulation!!!!